Knitting Project – Guidelines

9 – 11 year olds or beginners

Requirements: Make a sampler that shows casting on, 2” Stockinette stitch, 2” Garter stitch, 2” Ribbing, Increase and decrease, binding off

Suggested projects: Select one item or pair of items using one color and 4-ply worsted weight yarn.

Suggested articles: Two needle mittens, hat, baby bonnet, slippers, scarf, pillow, purse

12 – 14 year olds or juniors

Suggested projects: Exhibit one item or pair of items. Two colors and one pattern stitch may be used. Use pick up stitches, multiple color changes (stripes or duplicate stitch), and/or circular knitting. May use yarns other than 4-ply worsted weight yarn.

Suggested articles: Plain simple sweater, vest, poncho, small afghan/shawl. socks,

15 – 19 year olds or senior

Suggested projects: Exhibit one item or a pair of items using multiple colored yarns, color changes, (excludes stripes) and/or pattern stitches.

Suggested articles: Afghan (minimum size 45x60 inches), holiday stocking (minimum 18 inches in length), purse, socks, sweater

These are only guidelines. Member’s project should be based on skill and experience. A more difficult project should be selected each year to continually grow skills.